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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Philosophy of the School District

In the words of the School Superintendent Dr. George Ianna-
cone ( from the Bulletin issued by the Council for Basic
Education. Washington, D. C., Vol. 18, No. 2, October 1973)

"The Palisades Park School System is a system which be-
lieves in the rather simple proposition that learners exist along
with a body of knowledge. and that when they come together
the resulting institution can be called a school. The techniques
of gaining this knowledge vary greatly . . . the technique and
the teacher will, it is hoped, expedite the learning process,
motivate the learner. ..nd give him skill so that he can con-
tinue to learn and so that he can direct his own learning in
an organized. disciplined way. With these skills and discipline
acquired, he can continue to be a successful learner, in many
Instances can overcome handicaps, whether they come from
the home'or the school or society at large . . . (We have a
concern) for developing initiative and independence, working
toward completion of self-set goals, and having teachers teach
through a discipline which becomes the learner's pathway
to knowledge."
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DR. IANNACONE

B. Description of Special Education Region VI

Region VI, under the coordination of Dr. William Mclvor,
is one of seven special education regions established in Bergen
County, New Jersey to better service the special student;
eleven districts cooperate for optimum utilization of classes,
personnel, and funds.
Palisades Park, Fort Lee, Bogota. Leonia. Cliffside Park,
Ridgefield, and Englewood have participated in this project.
Some of the districts are quite small, others large; some re-
flect small city-suburban environments and multi-racial popu-
lations, others do not; all span the gamut of socio-economic
status and problems.
Dr. William Mclvor is known as an educational pacesetter
and has brought to this Region a program of educational
leadership and innovation. Most noteworthy has been his
system of individualized instructional plans, where teachers
report and evaluate objectives and activities in all areas in
measurable, performance terms. Accountability is more than
a word in this region. In-service workshops led by experts in
the field have been one step to put the latest materials and
methods into classroom practice. The implementation of the
Title III project Learncycle has allowed the Region's initiatives
to he developed and realized in a comprehensive, systematic,
rephcable way.



H. OVERVIEW AND GOALS OF THE PROJECT

The challenge today in special education is no longer that of
finding out what to do or what approach to use. Effective
techniques and materials for teaching the exceptional child
do exist Responsive teaching and performance-based in-
disidualized Instruction hase probed dramatically that trained
teachersand other school personnel, and parentscan reach
the special child, help him achiese up to his full potential,
even reverse the behavioral stream that leads to special
placement.

The challenge is to deliser these skills into the hands of on-
the -job teachers so that they can learn them quickly, apply
them consistently, and continue to use them after the in-
sersice course ends. after the federal project funds run out,
after the teacher superb tsar goes back to the university.

Leancycle

The Title III Training-Resource Center has developed and is
completing final development of a systems approach to teacher
training and student learning

In its entirety. the "systems approach" is a comprehensive
and thorough package for intensive teacher re-training and
improsed basic curricula in special education Effective in-
structional approaches in special education do exist. but to
institute these in classrooms may mean to do nothing less
than to ..-hane teacher behavior from the ground up Costs
of replicating this program can he compared, not with costs
of installing one new piece of curriculum material or one
new practice in a classroom. but with costs of a graduate-level
training program

Hossescr liplike most graduatedeseltraining programs, this
program 1.0 has demoncirated results. and (h) includes de-
tachable components for b,irious obiectises, which means that
other schools ,:an replicate the exact components which deal
with their needs

This program's ss stems approach- is designed, w hen used
in its entrets. to meet a sariets of needs through diagnostic-
prescriptise Instructional ss stems grounded at every level
in proven principles of learning theory It includes diamosic,
through pre-tests of specific skills. of teacher behavior, as well
as student behavior (reading and math and social skills)
Thus it zeroes in on just what skills teachers must acquire to
improse learning in the classroom academic learning,
through the Indoddualized Instruction/Performance Ob-
jecto.es componentand social learning and classroom man-
agement. through the Responsive Teaching component And
it zeroes in on lust what skills students need to read and do
math better and faster It then includes proven prescriptions
for both teachers and students Finally it includes the actual
provision of the treatment recommendedmaterials for stu-
dent learning or. in the case of replication, inventories And,
in the implementation of the entire model, ways to assure that
the treatment is followed and its salutary effects maintained,
are built in

But. in the end goal of special education with potentially
normal oungsters. adequate classroom management and in-
struction and the resulting improved student achiesement are
not enough Study after study reports that successful main-
streaming is not inevitable, or even like's. even when the
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special class has finished its job. Thus, the system developed
in this project includes two other components:

I) Training of regular class teachers by trained special
education teachers, to equip them to receive and maintain
special students;

(2) Training of special students 'n needed survival skills
social skills and self management skills.

For ( I) the project has produced a replicable "How to Train
Others" workshop package. For (2) the project is completing
a replicable kit for students, and a workshop package to show
teachers how to use it.

The project was designed to encompass the following' ele-
ments: (a) bringing performance of special youngsters more
into line with their potential by building functional behaviors
which would be maintained in non-special environments; (b)
individual adaptations of the behavioral approach through
equipping trainees with underlying principles rather than a
set of memorized skills; (c) a coordinated application of the
behavioral approach and increased likelihood of the total
educational environment supporting the child's behavior
changes, through involvement of all levels of school personnel
in direct training or informational workshops; (d) diffusion
and continuation of the program in participating districts
through training of selected training graduates to train their
colleagues, (el replicability by individuals. groups, systems,
through preparation of tested materials and practices.

III. PARTICIPANTS

Eleven school districts, twenty-six special education teachers,
fifteen administrators, fifty parents. and almost two hundred
special education youngsters have been directly involved in
this Title IIIfunded project which is in its third year of
operation. Forty regular classroom teachers have participated
in project activities facilitating the mainstreaming process.

r-
or'



IV. SEQUENCE

A. De fining ( itu al Teaching Skills

Research indicated that two main areas could be defined as
forming the core curriculum for training in a systems ap-
proach I hose areas are

I Individualized Instruction Performance Objectives;
2 ,,Responsive Teaching

I. Individualized InstructionlPerformance
Objectives

Most educators are in favor of indiv idualizing instruction
But too few training programs define. and too sew classrooms
demonstrate, the specific, concrete teacher and student be-
haviors that equi1 a truly individualized system I he project
observed and defined the specific teacher performance, or
behaviors. that could he taught and Louis' he observed, ip-'
plied, and agreed upon as constituting individualization Ex-
amples of these behaviors are

I he washer

-makes indtLial diagnoses in each skill area, i e , makes
or selests pre,,,e test items for each skill area, administers
the test or has the ,tudent self administer, before prescribing,
dett.rn,,nL, through di ignosi, for each student, i I I objectives,

2 !,:, et at ts,n_ttonitT4 k 11 r de at ttins.tioning, I-11 style
t,,nctioinng

.lies a, ,-,,tLaials or aLtivoies to the diagnosis,
I . ,natetia!s in an indRititial-

s. , Ir. 'k.n_f at ditr,:ient tates at differ-
, ohle,,o.es %%here appropriate,

or IOW progress .Becks and adminis-
ILI, or thL stad._w ad! miistLt them as prescriptions are
Loinpleted,

evaluates and records student progress on objectives and
systematically monitors student self recording

2. Responsive Teat ping

Examples of some basic skills defined as constituting a
responsive teaching' system

The teacher

pinpoints the exact student behaviors to work on
-

uses a simple but objective system(s) to record those
behaviors

--identifies the classroom activities or events which can pro-
mote. or reinforce, student growth behaviors, and schedules
them contingently.
identifies the classroom activities. events. or teacher re-
sponses which promote students' self-defeating behaviors. and
removes or alters them

B. Teacher Training

I. Organization

Special education teachers were organized into three training
phases corresponding to the three-year funding of the project
This allowed for step-bv-step implementation and evaluation
of procedures and techniques on a small-scale demonstration
basis. Insuring guaranteed effectiveness for adopters and as-
sessing the program's long-term benefits

Group I or the P11,1 I group came from file districts in
Bergen ( ,,untv and entered the program in 1972 after the
Is tr lining sequence they hive maintained and refined
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their instructional systems over two years, and are now train-
ing parents and colleagues in their home districts.
Group II. or the Pilot 11 group, representing two regional
programs, entered in 1973 and have shown continuation of
55 stems over one year

Group III. the Pilot 111 group, from five districts, entered in
1974 and is replicating the programs and techniques devel-
oped in the project's first two years

I his model is based on our information about how people
learn and what different kinds of contingencies are required
to I I ) establish new behaviors, ( 2) maintain recently acquired
!what jars, and (3) maintain well-established behaviors:.thus
there is a different plant of treatment. or training, for each
phase This is a condition Which must be( dealt with by any
program which seeks long-tern, maintenance of the skills it
teaches. and this model will he incorporated into our teacher-
training package as recommendations for what districts should
do after initial use of the training and curriculum systems to
insure continuation. Procedures which are being worked out
for the first time in cur program will he able to be stream-
lined for ww... by other districts-

2. Developing Products and :htivities
to .licomplish Objectives

Atter breaking down the two major teacher training areas
into specific behaiors that could he diagnosed, taught. and
es,uated. the project developed training packages and prod-
lists so that project trained teachers could begin to train col-
,agues in their (mil districts, and so that other districts he-
uiid ,irea could replicate the program

1)..stads on those products are given under "Materials and
Equipment- in the Cost Analysis- Section,

C. Parent Training

"In order for schools to be successful, they need
the support. concern. and acceptance of the
home.- Dr. George lannacone

Awareness, understanding, and application were the guide-
posts to sequencing activities for parent involvement in tote
project. Initially, project presentations made parents await
of innovations in the classes in order that they could under-
stand and advise on objectives and programs. Following this,
depending on interest and need, parents could take a short
workshop where simple but specific techniques were demon-
strated for ameliorating problems in the home which make
learning in school more difficult. These workshops have been
run by the project directors and in some cases by participating
teachers after training.

The project developed and tested a package for parent aware-
ness and training in its first year of operation. This package-
consists of objectives, agendas, task group activities, film-
strips, books, assignments, and sample home program.

V. ADVISORY COUNCIL

This twelve member board includes local parents, lay people
interested in education, as well as the L.E A. Superintendent,
Regional Coordinator, and the County Superintendent for
Special Education The Advisory Council meets during the
year to review project activities. The Council has been a
sounding hoard for the program and has served as an im-
portant link with the community in fostering acceptance of
the atypical student.



I. COST ANALYSIS

majority of.the Title III funding was expended for staff
arks (2 full-time project directors; part-time curriculum

ate; 2 paraprofessional training associates) in order to
velop products, materials, and in situ personnel that would
ow for cost-efficient, effective, replicable systems when

ng ended. Because the project is a full-scale systems
proach to both teacher training and student learning cost

adopting districts will depend on the number of compon-
ts installed.

. Staff

project recommends initial training of one or more dis-
'et personnel as Trainer,. people expert in both the concepts
d applications of responsive teaching, learning theory, in-

ctional systems, as 'ell as in training techniques and use
the project materials I ength of training would vary with
try skills and local objectives, but it is estimated that 10
ys, or 50 hours, would be required from participants The
oject has developed a core of teachers equipped to train
hers in these techniques When a district has one or more
its staff trained as Trainer Consultants, he or she would
nd betsseen 3 and 4 hours eek on initial training activ-

es cr,er one semester Released time lunchtime or after
hoot v.orkshors allow classroom teachers to he trainers also

. .11aterials Equipment

I 'arru sle a project-deseloped enoclopedia of behavioral
chniuties and classroom applications thtee different sec-
ns, one tor t,her, one for paraprofessionals one for
mintstr hors trainers ( oat )(

In in J,/ Parl,\,(1 Kt! for Tecu-her
'stern 1't 1,.e.s;ng anal preserihing for the critical teacher
ills in the mo content areas, Reponsise Teaching and In-
vidualized Instruction Performance Objectives The Kit
ludes

2 I Pre, on,1 Post-Test for the skills or obiectives requisite
to classroom implementation of Responsive Teaching and
Individualized Instruction Each test includes a concept
level assessment 'hick teachers can take and correct
themselves, ind an "action level" which requires in-class
observation by a trained consultant

1

2.2 Teacher Record Forms: Teachers (and/or consultant)
check off pre-tests passed, circle skills needed, monitor
progress.

22.3 Pathways themselves: the alternative activities for
teachers, e g., viewing a filmstrip, reading an article, doing
a project, visiting a demonstration. Teachers do one or
more activities until they are ready to take the post-test for
the skill.

2.4. Workshop Packages: In Responsive Teaching, the
workshop suggested is 18 hours; in Individualized Instruc-
tion/Performance Objectives, 6 hours. The workshops pro
vide the means for learning and practicing the common
skills which pre-tests show the group needs. The package
for replication includes workshop objectives and activities,
session by session. The workshop requires a trained
leader The project has equipped local teachers to lead
such workshops, and they would be available to school
systems wishing to replicate this component. However,
'here no trained leader is available, Individual Instruc-
tional Pathways can be used by teachers themselves to
acquire these skills, but the group experience provides
motivation and reinforcement not present in a totally self-
directing. self-correcting sequence.

2 5 Consultation Guidelines in and out-of-class: In-class
consultations are held for the purpose of strengthening new
teacher behaviors learned at the concept and performance
(can do in role-play situation) level through IIPs and/or
the Workshop These consultations might include imme-
diate feedback on a sequence of teacher-student behavior.
modelling h the consultant, or direct instruction through
.1 one-way radio "hug in the ear" on specific procedures
Out-of-Class consultations focus on implementation and
integration of principles and new behaviors learned for a
comnrehensive classroom program. The package for re-
plication includes guidelines for consultants in carrying
out these consultations. These procedures are recom-
mended to strengthen behaviors learned through HP study,
but are not indispensable if no trained consultant is avail-
able

2 6 Trainintz-lo-Train Package: Objectives, agendas. ac-
tis Ries meeting-by-meeting for a 12-session (18 hour)
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workshop enabling a district with one trained leader to
equip teachers et al who have completed component (1)
and/or (2) to teach othersspecifically, regular class re-
ceiving teacherswhat they know, and thus enable them
to successfully maintain special education students.
Estimated cost of entire kit: $120.00.

3. Individual Reading & Math Systems: The project has pre-
pared guidelines for the use of commemally available ob-
jectives systems expanded and adapted for the needs (and
limited budget) of the special class. "eroding in" of commonly
available materials reduces costs of new materials, which can
be, absorbed within an average special class budget over three
years, or over one year for several classes cooperatively.
Estimated cost of guidelines, project-developed objectives,
coding, and inventories: under $20.

4. Social Skills Kit: (a survival kit for kids in school): an
individualized social curriculum that teaches coping skills to
the special student returning to the regular classroom. In-
cludes comic book, group game, target record sheets, wrist
counters. Estimated cost: $150.00.

C. Facilities

No special facilities, renovation, or remodelling are neces-
sary. Reading and/or Math Systems, if adopted,' can be set
up in as small a space as half a standard-sized classroom, and
can service up to four classes. As the Validation Team stated,
"Costs in the project are low; benefits to children and the
home, high."

VII. RESULTS

A. Achievement Gains Regardless of Label

In the first two years of the project, students of a variety of
classifications and ages showed sienificant Rains in reading
and math, imnroving at rates similar to their peers in the
mainstream. Gains of those students with primarily "func-



GAINS ON READING and MATH
(wide Range Achievement Test)
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tional- (lower graph) impairment were greater than those
of students with primaril, 'organic' (upper graph) impair-
ment Students in similar classes where the teachers did not
participate in the Title Ill project (Control Group), or where
the teachers did use the individual reading and math systems
but did not go through the project's training (Group Iii). did
not show significant Improvements.

B. More Involvement in Learning

Recent studies (Bloom. 1974, Conant, 1974) suggest that,
e'en in "normal- classrooms. time students spend in real
learning is not much more than half the school day; that was

borne out in the data from the semester before teachers ap-
plied the methods and systems learned through this project
(Group II and III). Group I, previously trained, applied
their training all year. The dramatic improvement in Group
II was not a simple effect of maturation, for comparable
classes (Group 11i) where teachers did not participate in
training, showed no change in the participation ratio.

These data also suggest that "disturbed" "socially malad-
justed," "neurologically" or "perceptually impaired" young-
sters can reduce significantly the frequency of the behaviors
which led to their labelling, and increase significantly the
frequency of the behaviors needed to learn and succeed in
school.

CLASS PARTICIPATION RATIOS:
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INTEGRATION RATES:
Percentages of Students Mainstreamed
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C. Greater Return to Mainstreatn

As these graphs show, the incidence of integration, either
totally or for some subjects, changed substantially when
teachers participated in the program Although long-term
effects can only he assessed oser time, the figures so far are
encouraging.
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